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Genesis DMS Case Study
Genesis DMS Helps
Melrose Apartments
Make Debut On-Time in
Minneapolis

Build a luxurious high-rise building in the dead of a Minnesota winter. Make it look fantastic.
And do it in six months time. These were the marching orders delivered to the team assembled
to build Melrose Apartments, a 10-story, 278-unit apartment building just a stone’s throw from
the University of Minnesota campus in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
The team from Olympic Wall Systems was spot-on brilliant as they quickly ramped up and got
the $44 million project moving fast forward. No less than four production lines with 40 people
were set up at a heated warehouse less than a mile from the job site. The assembly lines
would have made Henry Ford proud, churning out flawless panels of Dryvit’s Outsulation®.
Dryvit’s Genesis DMS base coat was used to help keep the production lines moving and the
project on schedule.
“Genesis DMS allowed us to mix at will and use what we needed when we needed it. It saved
us precious time that would have been wasted monkeying around mixing individual buckets of
base coat,” said Project Manager Rob Hannibal. “We also didn’t have to worry about the costs
and hassles associated with the disposal of what would have amounted to 1,400 or so plastic
buckets, which was really nice,” said Hannibal.
“Rob and Specialty Coordinator Herb Hanson did an incredible job of ramping-up for this
project,” said Olympic’s Vice President Mike Conroy. “Approximately 1,500 panel frames were
then transported to the site and erected from a special framing jig adapted by the Olympic
production crew and the plasterers led by Foreman Greg Martin. It was flawless.”

“Dryvit and its Genesis DMS base coat were selected because the ease of panelization of the
Dryvit system helped solve the scheduling and weather challenges this project presented,” said
Dryvit’s distributor Anne Lutz of the Lutz Company. According to Anne, approximately 120,000
square feet of Outsulation was applied using Genesis DMS as the adhesive and base coat.
The project, which started in November 2001, was completed in July 2002.
“We initially considered masonry, and then we looked at EIFS. EIFS was much more cost
effective, and it allowed us to meet our tight construction schedule. Everyone was very, very
satisfied, said Julie Dotzenrod, project manager for general contracting firm Adolfson &
Peterson.

For more information about Genesis DMS, or any of the systems and
products sold by Dryvit Systems, Inc., call Dryvit Technical Services at
1-800-556-7752 or visit us on the web at www.dryvit.com.

